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We consider two tests for testing the hypothesis that a density lies in a parametric
class of densities and compare them by means of simulation  Both considered tests
are based on the integrated squared distance of the kernel density estimator from
its hypothetical expectation  However dierent kernels are used  The unknown
parameter will be replaced by its maximumlikelihoodestimation m l e  
The power of both tests will be examined under local alternatives  Although
both tests are asymptotically equivalent it will be shown that there is a dierence
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Under certain assumptions on the density of the random variables the
kernel function the bandwidth and the weight function of the kernel density
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We compare the power of the test with the Epanechnikov kernel to that with
the Gau kernel always using a	t
   Therefore we use local alternatives of
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	 with an unknown vector 	 
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a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero and c in the support of f 
Let w be a function with limited support for which
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Because the parameter  is unknown is has to be estimated If the hypothesis
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is asymptotically normal distributed with expectation zero and S a non	
random vector
The proof can be found in LieroLauterKonakov 	
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Consequently with Theorem  follows that the mle behave under the
local alternatives similar as under the hypothesis
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Taking limits we determine the vector S which is independent of n Therefore
we consider various cases according to the two local alternatives We will
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When we use the test which rejects the hypothesis if
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For the asymptotic power under the local alternatives we can  nd explicit
approximations In LieroLauterKonakov 	
 the following result was
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Every of these cases we can embed in the Pitman or sharp peak alterna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In simulations we considered the power of the test using the Epanechnikov
kernel or the Gau kernel
 Power when using the Epanechnikov kernel
In Figure  one can see the hypothesis the local alternative forN
n
 
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and b
n
  the density estimator with the Epanechnikov kernel
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with a creation of  random numbers and the expectation of the density
estimator The results of the simulation can be found in Table  In
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Table 	 Power 
 
f

 using the Epanechnikov kernel
 Power when using the Gau kernel
In Figure  one  nds the hypothesis the local alternative for N
n
 
and b   the density estimator with Gau kernel with a creation of
 random numbers and the expectation of the density estimator In
Table  are the results of the simulations using the Gau kernel
We got the dierences shown in Table  and the relative distances shown
in Table 
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For the case b
n
   N
n
  we repeated the simulation as well
with n   as with n   random numbers Using n   random
numbers we got the same power 

	f


   as in the  rst simulation
However using n   random numbers we got the power 

	f
 

 


  which is still higher From Figure  we can guess the reason
for this phenomenon In the  gure one  nds a density estimation with
n   random numbers its expectation the hypothesis the alternative
for b

  and N

  as well as the random numbers x
i
which
fall into the considered interval It is obviously that the density estimator
is not near the alternative The reason for this is that the number of
random variables is too small for a convenient choice of the bandwidth b
n
when we have such a tiny b
n
 Consequently a simulation with b
n
 
and N
n
  demands a much greater number of random variables
 Interpretation of the results
With the simulations we could con rm the fact that both L

tests rec
ognize a distance from the hypothesis density worse with declining in
terval of distance and declining distance Very small distances in small
intervals will be interpreted as random errors and consequently the hy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Table 	 Power 

f
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 using the Gau kernel
pothesis will not be rejected Both tests discerned a distance from the
hypothesis worse when the intervals of distance were longer 	b
n
 
 but
the distance itself smaller 	N
n
 
 than when the intervals of distance
were smaller 	b
n

 


 and the distance greater 	N
n
 
 That is due
to the squaring of the distance in L

tests If the distances are less than
one they become still less this way and so a rejection of the hypothesis
becomes improbable
Furthermore the simulations show signi cant dierences between both
tests The power is always higher when using the Epanechnikov ker
nel Though the decisions based on these tests are the same when we
have an unlimited number of random variables the dierences should
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Table 	 Relative distances between power 
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be considered when the number of random variables is limited
Moreover the asymptotically equivalent approximations of power 	U
 n


and 	U
n

 dier when the number of random variables is  nite We
see that with a  nite number of random variables 	U
 n

 approxi
mates the power nearly always better and never worse than 	U
n


Consequently the simpli cations in 	U
n

 do not seem convenient
for a small number of random variables
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